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When design 
meets the road,
the hard work
becomes 
a daily pleasure.

Harmony of the lines, simplicity of use, 
attention to details, make Alkom tanker
an ideal travelling companion to work.



ALKOM SC43 - semitrailer

In medio
stat virtus
The perfect solution 
to transport fuels from refinery to station

Drawer for system
with translating wing

Inox pipes designed
for increase load 

and unload speed

Top security when 
unhook loaded vehicle

Lowered center
of gravity

Reduced tare

Benzene-resistant
paint coating



ALKOM SC37 

ALKOM SC45 

ALKOM SC32 

ALKOM SC - semitrailers

More options 
available
ALKOM SC26



Multi product meter (gravity) 
with electronic register

Double multi product meter (gravity) 
with electronic register to unload 

at the same time

Diesel fuel meter (pump) with pipe

Diesel fuel meter (pump) and multi 
product (gravity) with pipe

Double meter: the first to unload gasolines (gravity),
the second to unload diesel (gravity or pump) 

with pipe on the other side



ALKOM SC42 - pressurized semitrailer

The safest
way to transport
On the ship or on the road,
the future of safe transport

Boat hangers
RINA tested

(optional)

Inerting system
(optional)

Trailer landing legs available 
in pneumatic option

2
L2BH vehicle Ready to maritime

trasport

4
L4BH vehicle



Operating temperature
(Celsius degrees)

ADR classes
(3-4-5-6-8-9)

ALKOM SB35X - pressurized inox semitrailer

Six products
in the same tank
Insulated or not, it can transport at the same time:
water, chemical products or waste (hot and cold), fuels, bitumen

6250°

Tested Bar pressure

4



From refinery...



A great trailer
for a total profit

Reduced tare: 3.200 Kg

Less wear = less costs

Better maneuverability

ALKOM BC21 - central axis trailer

It carries 1000 liters more of product
and reduces management costs

Swivel joint with pipe 
to connect the tank truck

ALMA meter (gravity)Mono or multi product meter 
with electronic or mechanic 

register



ALKOM RC21 - trailer

A good 
tradition
Effective transport
and simple running

Reduced tare: 3.900 Kg Double wheels

2

Second compartment
available option

ALKOM RC15 - trailer 

A 15.000 liters trailer
with single wheels to use

with 4 axis tank truck



...to gas station...



Go everywhere
without concerns

Installation on two axis truck

Transport capacity:
from 3.000 to 15.000 litres 6 Shapes available

Hood to protect 
meter system (optional)

Bilateral exit pipe Space saving accessory 
storages

Transport your product in every destination, 
even the most inaccessible and far

Double meter
available

Reduced distance between 
tank and cabin



Three axis
for every needs

Installation on three axis truck

Transport capacity: 
from 17.000 to 23.000 litres

The best compromise:
alone or with our trailers

4 Shapes
available

Front sling to remove frame 
negative twistings

Saddle support to help
the sling work

Fast connection to trailer 
with dripless system

Double meter
availableAerodynamic shape



Axes high
Transport capacity:

from 24.000 to 29.000 litres

An extraordinary capacity
for great needsDouble meter

available
Combinable with

Alkom RC15 trailer

Installation on four axis truck



Diesel fuel meter (pump) with pipe 
between tank and cabin

Diesel fuel meter (pump) with pipe 
on the side

Mono product meter (gravity)
with mechanic register

Multi product meter (gravity) 
with electronic register

Multi product ALMA turbine (gravity) Diesel fuel meter (pump) with pipe 
between tank and cabin with electronic register



...it’s always with you



Personalized tool case Circular LED lights Rear parking camera

Inox drawer and tool case Personalized plates Trailer Information Module 
(TIM)

Wheel nut indicators 
(fluorescent)

Inox fire extinguisher case Short pipes for close unload

Obstruction lights Water tank 
with soap dispenser

LED auxiliary lights

Contrasting colours Personalized livery Aluminium drawer

Make it unique
choosing these
or many other
accessories

Frame Legs Wheel’s hub

Tables holder plate

PaintingAccessories

Tube holders



Alkom Workshop: installing and maintenance



Operational Headquarters:

Montebello Vicentino (VI) - Via Fracanzana 38/A - 36054 - Italy

Almisano di Lonigo (VI) - Via Casette 7/B - 36045 - Italy

CEO
and amministration

Massimo Negro

(+39) 335 8283619
amministrazione@alkomautocisterne.it

Production 
and after sale support

Valentino Spenazzato

(+39) 340 4954434 - 0444 645466
produzione@alkomautocisterne.it

Purchases
and warehouse

Giambattista Benedetti

(+39) 340 7412203 - 0444 645466
acquisti-magazzino@alkomautocisterne.it

Test engineer
Pasquale Pizza

(+39) 0444 645466
tecnico@alkomautocisterne.it

Account
Andrea Brendolan

(+39) 340 3469748 - 0444 645466
commerciale@alkomautocisterne.it

Account
Roberto Fiorini

(+39) 335 5700006
fiorini@alkomautocisterne.it

www.alkomautocisterne.it
info@alkomautocisterne.it - alkom@pec.it

fax (+39) 0459819713

alkomautocisternesrl alkom_autocisterne alkom autocisterne


